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ABOUT ENAR
ENAR membership is open to all interested persons living in those portions 
of the United States and Canada east of approximately 104° west longitude 
(roughly Denver, CO, in the US and Regina, Saskatchewan in Canada).

Individuals usually join as Regular or Student members. Applicants must 
be approved by the relevant Regional or National Secretary or, in the case 
of applicants for “At Large” membership, by the General Secretary. Annual 
dues are determined separately by each Region and Group and paid to the 
Regional Treasurer or National Secretary. A portion of the dues goes to the 
International Biometric Society to cover the cost of IBS publications.

Tangible benefits of membership include subscrip-
tions to Biometrics and Biometric Bulletin, as well 
as reduced registration fees for the ENAR Spring 
Meeting, the Joint Statistical Meetings, and poten-
tially other events.

The value of membership far exceeds these mate-
rial benefits. ENAR provides a community and 
meeting place, a forum to share and document 
achievement, an environment for identifying and 
fostering the next generation of statistical scien-
tists, and a distinct professional identity. ENAR has 
been a key contributor to the growth of biostatis-
tics in all its manifestations in our Region; its very 
existence reflects the health of our profession and 
its critical importance to the future development 

of the life sciences. If you have not been a reg-
ular dues-paying member of ENAR, or a regular 
attendee at its meetings, please consider doing so.

The ENAR Spring Meeting, held jointly with the 
American Statistical Association (ASA) and the Institute 
of Mathematical Statistics (IMS), has a broad spec-
trum of educational content, including invited paper 
sessions, short courses, tutorials, and poster sessions. 
Approximately 1,200 attendees participate annually.

ENAR has more than 1,500 members whose 
job titles include statisticians, mathematicians, 
biological scientists, and others devoted to inter-
disciplinary efforts in advancing the collection and 
interpretation of information in the biosciences.
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PURPOSE
The International Biometric Society is an international  
society for the advancement of biological science through 
the development of quantitative theories and the applica-
tion, development and dissemination of effective mathe-
matical and statistical techniques. The Society welcomes 
as members biologists, mathematicians, statisticians, and 
others interested in applying similar techniques. By defini-
tion of the IBS, ENAR includes portions of the United States 
and Canada east of approximately 104° west longitude. 
Membership is open to all residents of this region. Journals 
of The International Biometric Society include: Biometrics; 
Journal of Agricultural, Biological, and Environmental 
Statistics (JABES); and the Biometric Bulletin.  

Meetings 
Each region of the International Biometric Society holds its 
own program of meetings. ENAR meetings are normally 
held in late March or early April. The content of these 
events reflects the broad interests of the Society, including 
both quantitative techniques and application areas. Larger 
regional events are sometimes held, in the form of confer-
ences. The IBS also holds a large international conference 
every two years.
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IBS/ENAR OBJECTIVES
The stated aims of the International Biometric Society are:

(3)  To collect, publish, and disseminate scien-
tific information in the field of quantitative
theories and statistical applications in
biological science;

(4)  To do other things necessary or appropriate
to the accomplishment of any of the
objects or purposes for which the Society
is formed.

(1)  To support the advancement of biologi-
cal science through the development of
quantitative theories and mathematical
and statistical techniques;

(2)  To provide a forum for the scientific
community to exchange ideas, information
and research results related to quantita-
tive theories and statistical applications in
biological science;

The Society is devoted to fostering the application 
of statistics and mathematics in the biological sci-
ences. Statistical methods have contributed much 
to scientific advance this century, particularly in 
genetics, agriculture, ecology and medicine. At the 
same time, mathematical methods, for example 
recent developments in non-linear systems, have 
shed light on the dynamics of complex biological 
processes. Biometry is a fast moving field and 
biometricians are aiding scientific understanding 
in many new areas of research and technology: 
environmental risk assessment, DNA fingerprinting, 
epidemiology of AIDS, satellite remote sensing,  
climate change, medical imaging, drug and vaccine 

design, genetic counseling, sustainable agricul-
ture, to give but a few examples. Membership of 
the International Biometric Society will put you in 
touch with fellow researchers and practitioners 
and ensure that you keep up to date with the latest 
developments in methodology and application in 
the biological sciences.

The Society was founded in 1947 and is open to any-
one interested in the quantitative aspects of biology. 
It is a truly international society with nearly 7,000 
members from more than 80 countries and a federal 
structure of 16 regions and 14 national groups.  
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MEMBER BENEFITS
With more than 1,500 members within our region and access to more than 6,000 biostatisticians within IBS, 
ENAR facilitates networking, education, professional development, and advancement in the field of biostatistics. 

Whether you practice in an academic setting, in business and 
industry, or a government post, membership in the society will 
benefit you as a professional.

When you join ENAR you will receive:

– Free online access to Biometrics online.

– Free online access to JABES.

–  Free online access to Biometric Bulletin, which
includes career opportunities, international
conference listings, and news from our 30 regions.

–  Access to Biometrics (1947 to 1998) and JABES
(1996 to 2001) older issues for a nominal fee
through our partner, JSTOR.

–  Significantly reduced fees for paper subscriptions
to both Biometrics and JABES.

–  Discounted registration fees for the ENAR Spring
Meeting and the International Biometric Conference.

–  Access to all active members’ contact information
through the online directory.

–  Discounted registration fees for participation
in ENAR webinars.

–  Access to members-only features of the ENAR
website, including the online membership directory.

–  Networking opportunities with access to more
than 6,000 biostatisticians from around the world.
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WEBINARS (WebENARs)

As part of ENAR’s education initiative, our webinars pro-
mote continuing education for professional and student 
statisticians by disseminating cutting-edge knowledge to 
our membership.

An ENAR webinar (or “webENAR”) can strengthen your 
background in methodology and software, provide an 
opportunity to learn about a topic outside of your primary 
area of specialization, or deepen your understanding of 
an area in which you already work. We invite you to par-
ticipate and benefit from the expertise of some of North 
America’s leading statisticians and biostatisticians.

The Webinar Committee of the ENAR Regional Advisory 
Board (RAB) is coordinating this ongoing series of 1- to 
2-hour webinars given by renowned experts.

Registration fees are by membership category, with a 
reduced fee for student members. The webinars are 
planned to be broadly available and we encourage groups 
at your institution or workplace to participate together.

WebENARs are great opportunities for learning for students 
and professionals alike.

Visit the ENAR Website at www.enar.org for 
upcoming webinars.
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ENAR FUTURE MEETINGS

ENAR 2021 SPRING MEETING 
March 14-17, 2021 | Virtual Event 

ENAR 2023 SPRING MEETING 
March 22-25, 2023 | Nashville, TN 
JW Marriott Nashville

ENAR 2022 SPRING MEETING 
March 27-30, 2022 | Houston, TX 
Marriott Marquis Houston
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FULL NAME (FIRST/MIDDLE INITIAL/LAST)

DEGREE             TITLE

MAILING ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE / ZIPCODE/COUNTRY

DAYTIME PHONE            FAX EMAIL

MEMBERSHIP TYPE

q Regular Member $140
Includes electronic access to the Biometrics Journal, JABES and Biometric Bulletin Newsletter

q Regular Member $150

Includes Biometric Bulletin Newsletter and a print subscription of one journal (choose one): 

 q Biometrics Journal q JABES

q Regular Member $160
Includes Biometric Bulletin Newsletter and print subscriptions to Biometrics Journal and JABES

q Supporting Member $30

q Student Member $20
Includes electronic access to the Biometrics Journal, JABES and Biometric Bulletin Newsletter

I certify that   is a full-time student. 

Signature:    Title: 

A Regular Member, who is a member of a Region/National Group, termed Region/Group [R], may elect 
to become a Supporting Member in another Region/National Group, termed Region/National Group [S]. 
Supporting Members will pay the International portion of the dues once and pay the additional Regional 
dues only to Region/National Group [S]. A Regular Member may become a Supporting Member of more 
than one Region or National Group. A Regular Member-At-Large may also become a Supporting Member in 
a Region/National Group of their choice. Supporting Members may not vote or hold any office in Regions/
National Groups they support.

In compliance with GDPR, a new regulation for data protection and privacy, I elect to receive email 
communication from ENAR regarding membership, society activities and the Spring Meeting.

q YES q NO

PAYMENT INFORMATION

q Enclosed is my check, payable to ENAR (Remittance accepted only in US currency)

q Please charge payment to:     q VISA q MasterCard q Amex

CARD NO. EXP. DATE

NAME ON CARD           SIGNATURE

Eastern North American Region (ENAR) 

11130 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 350 

 Reston, Virginia 20191 

T 703.234.4146 | F 703.234.4147 
enar@enar.org

PLEASE CHECK ONE:
q New Member

q Renewal

PLEASE INDICATE TWO 
AREAS OF INTEREST:

q Agriculture (01)

q Animal & Veterinary Science (02)

q Clinical Trials (03)

q Epidemiology (04)

q Genetics & Heredity (05)

q  Molecular Biology &
Biotechnology (06)

q Toxicology (07)

NATURAL RESOURCES:

q Ecology (08)

q Entomology (09)

q Fisheries (10)

q Forestry (11)

q Wildlife (12)

The personal information (“personal data”) you provide on this form 
is being collected with your consent, for the exclusive purpose of 
permitting ENAR to facilitate, contact and bill you in connection 
with your membership. The personal data is subject to the terms of 
ENAR’s privacy policy (https://enar.org/about/policy.cfm). A party 
located in the European Union or European Economic Area wishing 
to exercise rights under the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) with respect to such personal data should contact 
privacy@enar.org

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

 Return the Completed Form and 
Payment via mail to:

Eastern North American Region (ENAR) 

11130 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 350  
Reston, Virginia 20191 

mailto:enar@enar.org



